The land animals, such as the bear, the fox, the musk ox, are protected from the intensely cold atmosphere they are exposed to by an abundant covering of hair; the birds, the few that spend the winter within or near the same circle, or the many that resort to it during the genial season, are admirably guarded against the cold air by a dress of feathers of an elaborate kind, constructed and arranged so that whilst they retain with as little loss as possible a high temperature, they add but little to the weight, and increase greatly, as regards specific gravity, the buoyancy of their muscular bodies. Nature provides each with materials best suited to his wants,?the former, with the skins and warm furs of his own animals ; the latter, with light and cool tissues fabricated by textile art from cotton and silk, the produce of his own plains.
If we now extend our view to other countries in which the climate is almost equally imperative, such as that of the Arabian desert, such as that of our own shores, in the one we find the Bedouin in his loose, flowing bernouse, his head well protected by the many folds of his turban from the intense rays of the sun, and his loins well girded and guarded by the many rolls of his sash, equally from the trying vicissitudes of day and night, from the hot blast, and from the chill breeze; on the other, our own coast, we see the hardy fisherman and pilot clad in the short dreadnought jacket, a defence against wind and spray, his legs encased in waterproof, well-oiled boots, and his head helmeted in leathei*, overlapping behind, protecting the neck from wet and cold. The miner affords another example of man clothing himself according to reason under circumstances affording free scope for its exercise. Descending to great depths in our mines of copper, and tin, and coal, the temperature increasing with the depth, he has to put forth all his strength in a confined atmosphere, humid and hot, rivalling the sirocco in heat and moisture; he selects for his dress one that is light, moderately loose, and formed entirely of wool, which, however wet it may become from the sweat of his own body, and from the roof-drippings, will prevent his being chilled.
To these examples of rational clothing it would be easy to add instances of the contrary; they are chiefly to be met with in tempe-3GS Reviews.
[ -and most heated on exposure to the sun, varying with the degree of intensity of colour, the extremes of the scale being black and white. It also appeal's to be proved that when the sun's rays are absorbed by a dark surface, the heat evolved ceases to be radiant in a great measure, and loses, consequently, its peculiar powers, one of which is that of exciting inflammation, as witnessed in sun-burn. These are facts applicable to dress, especially in a hot climate. They tend to show that, for protection's sake, the two colours should be used at the same time, white in the outer garments exposed to the sun's rays, black in the inner clothing to prevent these rays from acting injuriously on the skin. In the African, with a black skin, there is a strong taste for white clothing: in the instance of the Arab horse, of purest breed, the hair is white, the skin black; and, universally, as regards the effects of the sun's rays, whilst they conduce to the bleaching of the hair, they equally contribute to the darkening of the skin. This is well witnessed in the cotter's child left to his own enjoyment in fine weather, sub dio, bareheaded and bare-footed, in the darkening to nut-brown of his complexion, and the lightening, often to whiteness, of his hair. We remember how we once gained a little credit with a friend, peculiarly sensitive of the sun's rays, and suffering from them, by suggesting an umbrella constructed on the above principle. 
